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Letter from the Editor 

Dear readers & contributors of jtpcrim: 

I would like to welcome you all to the newest edition of our publication. I would like to begin 

by announcing that Roger Schaefer will now join Matthew Draper as an associate editor with our 

journal. Roger has been involved with the journal from its inception and has done a variety of tasks 

in his role as assistant to the editor.  Roger has recently completed his doctoral work at Washington 

State University and is set to begin his professional academic career at Central Washington 

University.  Congratulations Roger! 

 I would also like to announce a slight change to the publication date of the journal.  Though I 

have attempted to publish the summer edition of jtpcrim in late July, I have been late from time to 

time in achieving that deadline and therefore will move the date to mid-August.  Hopefully this will 

allow for a more consistent access to new journal content. 

 In the July/August edition of the journal, we are featuring Dragan Milovanovic’s ground-

breaking text, Quantum Holographic Criminology: Paradigm Shift in criminology, Law & 

Transformative Justice published by Carolina Academic Press.  Milovanovic’s text offers a complex 

and powerful challenge to the criminology that remains transfixed by the epistemology and ontology 

of Descartes and Newton.  Though some will undoubtedly find the connection between criminology 

and quantum mechanics difficult to accept or grasp, it offers an exciting new possibility for the 

theorizing of crime and criminal behavior.  I have invited Bruce Arrigo, Raymond Bradley and 

Johannes Wheeldon to offer commentary on this very interesting text.  Due to some unexpected 

complications the commentaries will not be available, but are immediately forthcoming.  Your 

patience in this matter is greatly appreciated. 

 Also included in this edition is a powerful Buddhist reflection by Mark Davidson focused on 

the ethical and ontological implications of capital punishment as well as a powerful review offered by 

Simeon Sungi concerning the ethical and justice implications for the use of plea bargaining in the 

prosecution of war crimes in Africa.  Landon Bevier provides an insightful exploration of cultural 

criminology as this relates to its critics and the potential this theoretical approach reveals for the 

study of crime and criminal behavior. 

 I hope that you enjoy the newest edition of jtpcrim and continue with your support.  I would 

like always wish to thank everyone involved in the continued success of this publication. 

Sincerely, 

David Polizzi 


